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ABSTRACT

This paper is primarily an analysis of the Cubistic atti
tude toward pictorial reality.

The project includes a study of form

and structure in the Cubists* searoh for a conceptual reality.
Twelve paintings of the author are presented each with explanations
which reveal several similarities to Cubist thinking.
Some attention has been given to analytical and synthetic
Cubism as well as to certain fundamentals of the movement.

However,

both a historical approach and biographical studies have been ig
nored.

Because art is an aesthetic, this paper is not a problem-

result type of study but an analysis in support of Cubism as one
valid and significant approach to pictorial representation.

vii

INTRODUCTION

Reality.
it exist at all?

What is it?

Is it constant or does it change?

Does

Such questions as these concerning reality were fore

most in the minds of the thinkers of the late nineteenth and early
twentieth century.
held beliefs.

It was then that man began questioning traditionally-

He began to express a belief in the power of the human

spirit and the creativeness of the human mind.

He began to revolt

against the outworn traditions of the past.
One Important manifestation of this new mode of thinking was
Cubism,

It became a vital force which found expression in music and

literature as well as in the visual arts of painting and sculpture.

It

was Guillaume Apollinaire who, in a manifesto, presented this new phi
losophy to the world.
What this movement did was to play a significant part in the new
way of interpreting reality.

In this respect, Cubism became a reaction

against the Realists whose prime concern had been to create an apparent
validity to their subject matter by rendering its external form as it
appeared to the human eye.

Merely presenting the external shapes of an

object while disregarding its internal structure was, for the Cubists,
superficial.

They sought an integrity of reality by redefining the ideas

and means of structural representation.

This change meant defying habits

of vision and thought which had been established for oenturies.
1
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Besides being a reaction against Realism, Cubism opposed the
romantic excesses which ended in Fauvism.

In defense of the Fauvists,

some have suggested that the movement was a kind of introduction to
Cubism,

In any event Cubism was quite simply, at the start, a new

way of representing the world.
It is the purpose of this thesis to analyze the approach of
the Cubist painters in their search for a pictorial reality on the can
vas.

I will discuss my own twelve acrylic paintings in an attempt to

reach a pictorial reality since the aims and theories of the Cubist
thought are quite consistent with those of my own,
I would, however, note two things.
not cubistic in either form or content.

First, these paintings are

I have not tried to copy the

Cubists,

Indeed, at first glance, one would say my work is perhaps

pop art.

Possibly on a superficial level it is, but it is conceptu

ally Cubistic.

In addition, if on looking at a painting one is more

conscious of the school to which it belongs than of the painting itself,
it is probably not a good painting,

I will verbalize the ideas and

thought processes I experienced which correspond to those of the Cubists.
The second consideration worthy of notice is that my own ideas
do not correspond precisely to all the principles of Cubism,
son is that no two artists will think alike.

One rea

Since I had studied Cu

bism only superficially in the past, I was not trying to follow its
program or copy it in any way.

In fact, not until I had completed the

majority of my paintings included in my thesis project did I become aware
of any correlation between my work and that of the Cubist painters.

I

had always admired their work and somehow had felt a kin spirit to them,

but not until I had to verbalize my ideas did I realize the concep
tual similarities.
Scores* perhaps hundreds, of books have been written on
Cubism,

One can easily find one with a historical approach, one pre

senting collections of reproductions, or bibliographies of the impor
tant Cubist painters,
devote

I will spend little time with these aspects to

this paper to a study and analysis of the aesthetic theories,

I will pay particular attention to the Cubistic concepts regarding
reality in pictorial presentation in order to present my paintings in
this context.

PART I

BASIC FUNDAMENTALS OF CUBISM

Wo have moved a long way from that splendid but impru
dent spirit of daring which, for so many centuries, was
convinced of its mastery of the outer world, of its ability
to know it. Time was when man walked unhesitatingly among
the solid bodies which he touched and of which he therefore
felt convinced.*
And thus it was until the element of light was introduced into the
painting.

Gradually light penetrated the solid bodies until Impres

sionism crumbled the compact structures completely.

Then came the

twentieth century which broke down the materialist's belief in a
changeless, cognizable world.

This element was the Cubist painter,

poet, philosopher, and physicist.

Yet to say that Cubism was merely

a reaction against materialism or realism would be a great injustice.
In fact, its chief aim was to be realistic.

Instead of the percep

tual realism of the past, culminating in the nineteenth century, it
relied on a conceptual realism.

In the beginning the painters felt

themselves merely reacting against Impressionism,
revolution progressed far beyond so narrow an aim.

However, the Cubist
It began to recog

nize the concept of the tangible world as inside man rather than man as
part of the tangible worldj it was more than simply a new way of

*Daniel-Henry Kahnweiler, Juan Grisi His Life and Work, trans,
by Douglas Cooper (New Yorki Curt Vanentin,19^7;, p» 133,

k
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representing the world.

The Cubists no longer searched the outer

world for reality but attempted to create a world from their own imag
ination.

As Picasso said*

I see them,1'2

"I paint objects as I think them, not as

Even in the initial stages of the movement when the

Cubists relied greatly on visual models, their paintings are more ex
pressions of their idea or knowledge of the object than merely a state
ment of the object's appearance.

The conceptual element in their work

allowed the Cubists to almost completely eliminate any figurative ele
ment without destroying entirely the material aspect in their work
since it was their aim to re-interpret the external world on a concep
tual level and not to destroy it.
In the later stages of Cubism, the painters felt the need to
discover the more stable elements in the objects to be represented.
They chose elements from objects whloh remain in the mind and are not
continually changing.

It must be noted, however, that no matter how

remote from literal appearances Cubist art may at times have become,
it always had an ultimate reference to external reality which allowed
it to express the tension between the demands of nature and the demands
of art.
The Cubists wanted to avoid imitation of light,

la their at

tempt to dispel what was accidental, l,e. the constantly changing ap
pearance of tee outer world caused by variations of light, they used
light only for making solid bodies visible*
in itself.

(Londont

Light no longer was a thing

They fought all forms of violent personal expressions, all

2John Golding, Cubism» A History and an Analysis 1907-191^
Faber and Faber Limited, 1959), p, 60,
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decorative and symbolic elements.
This art-of-the-intelleot disregarded the sentimental and
emotional aspect of the art of the past.

In this respect, Cubist art

is classical in that the artist remained detached and objective.
Cubism used as its model m o d e m science which relied on intellectual
conception and not ephemeral sensations.
geometry— affected Cubist thought,

Mathematics, too,— especially

Juan Gris had some training in math

and one finds evidence of it in Apollinaire^ writings.
The Cubists saw their canvases as constructed objects having
their own independent existence as self-contained worlds not reflecting
the external world of the senses but re-creating from the world through
conceptualisation a completely new form.

What they found was a greater

freedom in exploring mass and space, line and plane, hue and value— all
independent of representational ends.

PART II
ANALYSIS AND SYNTHESIS

The Cubist painters used their conceptual or creative rea
lity to create their fores in space.
.ieune peinture francalse>

As Andr6 Salmon stated in I,a

’’It’s that the appearance of these objects

is less valuable to us than our own representation! our deformed re
flection in the mirror of intelligence, "3

This is precisely what

fore was to the Cubist— a "deformed reflection in the mirror of in
telligence," an idea first developed by Cezanne in 1886,

In his

search for reality he recognized the importance of logic in creating
fore.

For the Cubist, true reality is pragmatic— that is, it cor

responds to the intellect and intuition of the individual artist.
In addition, it is dynamic— that is, it changes.
One problem faced by the Cubist painters was visually pre
senting change ir. fore.

They solved it by moving around the object

to grasp several views simultaneously fused in a single image and
reconstructed in tine.

The resultant fores often became lrridescent

(one of the most characteristic elements of cubistic fores.)

In

creating a conceptual totality by recombining simultaneously multi
ple observations, the artist arrived at a universal dynamism— one of
change, movement, and growth.

As a result, the fores often became

Christopher Gray, Cubist Aesthetic Theories (Baltimore«
The John Hopkins Press, 1953)* P*5&*
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ambiguous since they were broken apart and recombined in less im
mediately recognizable, abstracted objects and shapes#

At times,

these objects retained their transparency, while at other times they
retained their quality of weight and substance.
This presentation of multiple images is essentially analytic
and has been labeled Analytic Cubism#

According to Henri Bergson in

An Introduction to Metaphysics!
To analyze, therefore, is to express a thing as a func
tion of something other than itself. All analysis is thus a
translation, a development into symbols, a representation
taken from successive points of view from which we may note
as many ressemblances as possible between the new object
which we believe we know already. In its eternally unsatis
fied desire to embrace the object around which it is com
pelled to turn, analysis multiplies without end the number
of points of view in order to complete its always imperfect
translation#^
Even in analysis, the aspects of the object presented are
derived from visual impressions, its several views being juxtaposed
into the same picture.

In their search to analyze the structure, the

Cubist painters aimed at as accurate a form of representation as pos
sible#

Yet it would be a mistake to assume that every passage in

their paintings can be decoded with respect to nature.

The artists*

realistic approach expressed itself through different images of the
same object.

More specifically, in order to signify a complete "glass,”

they presented simultaneously several emblems of a "glass," one sig
nifying a glass from in front, another a glass from one side, a third
and fourth a glass in cross section and a glass seen from above.
In one sense analysis is related to realism.

By not merely

reproducing a single visual impression of an object, the Cubists*

**Tbld.. 87
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hoped to express It more fully.

They showed it from various angles,

from above and from below| they broke it, in order to show it in crosssection or from inside.

This interest in the interior was the Cubists*

way of expressing third dimension.

In presenting the interior as well

as the exterior of the object, they hoped to achieve a total represen
tation.

This assemblage of several aspects in a single object prompted

the spectator to see an infinite number of Interpretations, all par
tial, some contradictory and none absolute.
picture became multi-leveled.

Hence the language of the

It was an essential aspect of Cubism

that one deny a single definition of reality and replace it with a mul
tiple Interpretation just as twentieth-century man refused to accept a
single, absolute reality.
The artist had to look at objects from all sides at once as it
appears to the intelligence.
acquire information.

He was free to move around his subject to

In addition, he could use any previous contacts

to record these experiences, thus memory played a part in objectifying
his world.

Since things remembered lose their details, the forms became

simplified.

Yet in their multiplicity of view, they retained their

complexity.

The artist relied on his memory and knowledge of the struc

ture to arrive, not at a detailed rendering of an object, but at a de
tailed analysis of the nature of the component forms— that is, its
basic constant properties with its essential information.

In their

search for some ultimate pictorial truth, Braque and Picasso did not
walk around the object to merely record a sequence of haphazard views
of the same object.

Their purpose was to exhibit its most clearly re

vealing characterizations in its fundamental nature.

10
In general, Analytical Cubism refers to the dissections of
line and plane as well as light when referred to its resultant forms.
No matter how remote from appearances the objects may be, they dearly
depend upon an examination (at one time or another) of the external
world.

By contrast the work of the second phase of Cubism is defin

itely more subjective and imaginative.

Labeled Synthetic Cubism, it

replaced exploring the interior view of nature with creating a new
nature, one far more independent of the data from perception.

Instead

of creating the nature of form, the synthetic painters exposed inven
tive objects extracted from such very real components as pasted paper,
flat patches of color and clearly-defined fragments constructed into
a totality.
Picasso, in his Synthetic period, intuitively penetrated the
essence of the object to discover its basic characteristics, those con
ditioning its very being and making it what it was.
grated this data into a single pictorial image.

Then he inte

The resultant object

contained theoretically all its possible characteristics.

From the

type-object, Picasso moved on to the principle object or the essential
entity.

It progressed from an object viewed under certain conditions

to one whose attributes are found in all circumstances.
saidi

Juan Gris

"I begin by organizing my picturej then I qualify the objects.

My aim is to create new objects which cannot be compared with any ob
ject in reality.

The distinction between synthetic and analytical

Cubism lies precisely in this,M5

5Kahnweiler, Juan Gris, p. 10*f,
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Gris* work evolved from prism-like forms each one slicing into
another and yet producing a recognizable object to more inventive forms
in his synthetic phase.
surfaces.

He never completely eliminated his fragmented

He retained a transluoeney to some of the forms creating il

logical distortions.

In doing so he recreated surfaces some twisted

inside out, some sideways and some tilted forward to arrive at a multiple
view of structural reality.

In addition to being inventive, Gris' forms

later became more solidified.

Eventually he abandoned the multiple

view and restored everything to the flat surface,
Gris saidi
I work with the elements of the intellect, with the imagi
nation, I try to make concrete that which is abstract. I
proceed from the general to the particular, by which I mean
that I start with an abstraction in order to arrive at a
,
true fact. Mine is an art of synthesis, of deduction . , ,
He began with universal laws, those above the human sphere (the pure
laws), to create his object forms.

Through his imagination he arrived

at concrete objects having begun with pure abstract principles,

Georges

Braque relied on emotion as his source of inspiration, but he felt it
must be held in restraint,

Gris stated i

’’The world from which I draw

the elements of reality is not visual but imaginative,”7

In essence,

what the Synthetic painters did was to refine their sensations by using
an intellectual approach.

Yet the resultant forms are not merely styl

istic, pleasant shapes but reconstructions of tangible, familiar ob
jects of the world within a new realm.6

6Ibld.. 138
7lbld.
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Gris once said:
I consider that the architectural element in painting
is mathematics, the abstract sidej I want to humanize it.
Cezanne turns a bottle into a cylinder, but I begin with
a cylinder and create an individual of a special type:
I make a bottle— a particular bottle— out of a cylinder,®
The fact that Gris painted centuries-old musical instruments
such as the violin and guitar and such familiar objects as a glass
suggests his keen desire to reappraise everyday appearances through
his system.

In substantiating his idea that one could transfigure

reality without destroying its identity, he said*
One of my friends, a painter (Georges Braque), has
written*
'Nails are not made from nails, but from iron.'
I apologize for contradicting him, but I believe exactly
the opposite. Nails are made from nails, for if the idea
of the possibility of a nail did not exist in advance,
there would be a serious risk that the material might be
used to make a hammer or a curling tong,9
While Analytical Cubism stressed communication of reality,
Synthetic Cubism aimed at the creation of new real objects.

The artist

became more concerned with creating the object and not so much with
the idea,

The picture gradually ceased to be a revelation of a new

and higher reality and became an existent object in itself.

In analy

sis the primary relationship existed between the intellect of the
painter and the object.

In synthesis there arose an expression of the

relationships between the objects themselves.

Because the main con

cern of the Analytical Cubists had been to conceptualize, some critics
maintain that analysis is the very negation of art itself since

®James Thrall Soby, Juan Gris (New York*
Art, 1958), p. 110.
9lbid

The Museum of M o d e m
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conceptualization is immaterial,

Gris himself statedi

"Now I know

perfectly well that when it began Cubism was a sort of analysis which
was no more painting than the description of physical phenomena was
physics,"10

He added*

", . , the essence of painting is the expression

of certain relationships between the painter and the outside world and
that a picture is the intimate association of these relationships with
the limited surface which oontains them,"H

Perhaps the main difference

between the two phases is that the first was an attempt to represent
the reality of the objective world and to invent symbols for real form
and real space, while the second placed more emphasis upon the aesthetic
of the picture as an organism in itself.

The synthetic phase gave rise

to the thing-in-itself approach or the idea of "art for art's sake".
The Synthetic artists rejected the idea of change, an impor
tant factor in Apollinaire's program.

Instead they searched for the

ultimate ideal, perfect in itself, the immutable aesthetic laws through
concrete extemalizatlon of universals.

Instead of seeking the dynamism

of an internal structure, they sought to organize the interrelation
ships between the forms of the picture itself which were consistent
with the aesthetic laws of the picture, including its limitations to a
flat surface.

l^Gray, Cubist Aesthetic Theories, p. 128,
llRahnweiler, Juan Gris, p, 144.

PART III
FORM AND STRUCTURE

According to Picassos
with forms."*2

"Cubism is an art dealing primarily

The essential cubist element was the form (outline and

volume) of an object.

The Cubist painters were so pre-oecupied with

it that it took precedence over color.

Yet color took on its own

identity and remained independent of form.

Color became more arbi

trary not merely depending on a single light source since the Cubists
had dismissed a single viewpoint.

Although the colors were rather

limited in most of the early works# nevertheless, they became entities
in themselves instead of an element for modeling forms in the tradi
tionally-rendered ways.

It may seem contradictory to say that color

and form were intertwined.

But it was color with a difference, wholly,

independent of local color and thus Independent of the object.

Hence,

colors became highly variable, subject to all kinds of experimentation.
Previously gray tonalities gave way to more pure hue.

Color became a

constructive factor in itself, basic to the expression of dynamism and
later to the expression of space.

The Impressionists were the first

to brighten their colors but often did so at the expense of form and
volume.

What the Cubists did was to render "real" color to the objects

and not the color changes caused by natural light.

^Golding, Cubismt

A History, p. 80,
14
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What the Cubists did to spacial structure was to abandon the
mathematical perspective of the Renaissance masters.

No longer were

the former trying to deny the picture plane with the traditional ways
of rendering depth and distance.
tively rather than absolutely.

They defined spacial positions rela
Since the Cubists regarded a painting

as a physical fact in itself, they presented each plane in contact
with the picture surface.

They overlapped some planes and used light

and shade to some extent, however, to imply a relationship in shallow
depth.

While the forms often have an internal dynamism and appear

to shift and fade in space, they still remain flatly on the opaque
plane of the canvas.

The artist recognized the independent reality

of the pictorial means by which natured is transformed into art upon
the flat surface of a canvas.

For him, the painting is neither a rep

lica nor a symbol of reality but has a life of its own, balanced be
tween illusion and symbol.
To discuss every manifestation of form is beyond the scope of
this paper.

Generally speaking, the Cubists regarded form as an en

tity in itself.

Their rendering varied from slicing objects in space

to describing objects in terms of the canvas surface to a structure
almost entirely architectural where the construction governs the form
and qolor of the object.
In complexity, the forms ranged from the simplest outlines
modeled by broad, parallel brushstrokes to the most complicated elab
orations of contorted, spliced, and complex figures.

Instead of posi

tive forms in space, the Cubists regarded space itself as part of the
whole dynamic organism, both having a positive material existence.

16
Space was given form and was modulated with color.

In some cases the

forms of space interpenetrated those of solid mass in such a way that
the two often became indistinguishable.

Even solid form surrounded by

space was at times transformed into space form surrounded by material
form.
In representing conceptualized reality or creative reality,
an artist can cube the forms or foreshorten or use linear perspective,
but even then the forms will be distorted.

The Cubists used planar

surfaces (some dove-tailed and some overlapping) to denote volume.
They sought to represent on a canvas with only two dimensions a solid
structure having three.

By use of line, plane, and color they attempted

to reconcile this situation.

As Gris said*

looked at in innumerable ways . . .

, . an object can be

For a painter, it will quite simply

be a grouping of flat, coloured forms.

And I mean flat forms, for it

is more a sculptor's business to think of these forms in terms of

space,"^3

In their attempt to arrive at a more permanent type of order
than that found in natural form, the Cubist painters rendered the vari
ous figures as crystallized, geometric forms.

In translating; the ob

jects into this independent order of geometric forms, they came close
to pure or maximum form,

Fernand Leger in speaking of his painting of

1910, Nudes in the Forest saidt
extreme limit.
of volumes.

"I wanted to stress volumes to their

Nudes in the Forest meant to me solely a battlefield

I felt I could not make color do the jobj volume was

enough for me,"!**

l^Kahnweiler, Juan Gris, p, 138.
l**Guy Habasque, Cubism trans. by Stuart Gilbert (Editions d'Art
Albert Skira, 1959), p. 102.
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Eventually the volumes became part of a flat background.
objects stood out in a sort of relief.

The

Everything was restored to the

flat surfacei the forms became flat, colored architecture in which the
entire construction governed the objects.
ism, there arose two main conflicts.

In this later stage of Cub

Where there was a conflict be

tween the subject and the canvas, the canvas won out,

'..here there was

a conflict between the part and the whole, the whole or totality won
out.
One other aspect of Cubist painting is the occasional occurrence
of real details such as stenciled letters and numbers.

There were sev

eral reasons for this very craftsmanlike technique of illusion.

Some

pictures were difficult to comprehend such as the forms sliced by pla
nar surfaces and lines.

The details helped bring the whole object into

foous, i.e. they stressed its quality as an object.

Braque added let

ters and numbers to show purity and total absence of distortion that
was no longer governed fay the laws of perspective.

The details served

to create stable planes acting as threads of guidance, points de repdre.
in a dynamic and unfixed space.

What they did was to reconoile the

picture plane, hence their compositional value.

Picasso reintroduced

these clues into his painting to make the objects legible to the spec
tator and provide a link with reality, hense its associative value.

In

some instances they served the decorative purpose of individualizing
the work and isolating it from all others.

Besides letters and numbers,

the names of popular songs, theatre programs, cigarette packages and
newspapers headlines were introduced,

these elements familiar to the

world created a feeling of intimacy to the ordinarily detached and ob
jective paintings of the Cubists.

PART IV
ONE MANIFESTATION OF A RELATED CUBIST APPROACH

It»s that the appearance of these objects Is less valu
able to us than our own representation! our deformed re
flection in the mirror of intelligence, 15
The artist becomes the intermediary between nature and abstrac
tion,

It is through him that nature is interpreted.

In transfiguring

the tactile object onto the canvas, he relies on conceptualization to
crystallize new forms.

These new forms must not imitate nature if the

painting is to be a self-contained entity.

The degree of conceptual

ization varies from almost minimal in close imitations of nature to
the other extreme, a non-objective composition.
marily conceptual.
was to be realistic.

The Cubists were pri

Although their forms were abstracted, their aim
In order to present their object more fully or

perhaps one could say more ’'realistically,” thsy had to establish a
new way of presenting its structure.

In revealing its multiple as

pects, they were forced to re-interpret the shapes on the canvas.
It has been my aim, likewise, in the following paintings to
render more fully the real structure of the object,

I felt that by

choosing objects made primarily of chrome and glass, I could more dy
namically present the structure.
*

\

■

I chose such familiar objects as a

"V V

telephone, an iron and a fork, yet they present unexpected colors and
shapes at times becoming unrecognizable.

There are two factors which

l^Gray, Cubist Aesthetio Theories, p.
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56.
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tend to de-emphasize the recognizable object.
represent only a portion of the object.

First, I chose to

By allowing it to increase

tremendously in size, only a part of it oould be rendered on the can
vas,

Secondly, emphasizing through color and form the component parts

has lessened the importance of the total, familiar object.

In filling
„
4 up the canvas with the object, there allowed little room for spacial
depth.

In some cases, where space is indicated, it tends to remain

closely associated with the object and often becomes a positive form
itself.
There were certain determining factors in choosing the portion
and size of the object to be rendered.

First, after selecting my sub

ject I positioned either the object or myself where I would receive a
certain reflected image.
of the reflected forms.

I was concerned with both the shape and color
In the majority of my acrylic paintings, I

painted precisely as I perceived the objeot retaining the relative
sizes and positions of the shapes and mixing colors which were actually
being reflected.

In the cases where I derived my subject matter from

photographs, I folded the picture several different ways to finally ar
rive at a dynamic composition of forms.

In both instances, I deliber

ately chose only a small portion of the object to render on the canvas.
My purpose was two-fold,

I was more concerned with the component geo

metric shapes within the total structure} I wanted to emphasize their
importance.

In addition, I wished to show that planar shapes, both

opaque and transparent can create a three-dimensional object.

One can

synthesize flat areas in such a way that they combine to create modeled
forms
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I came upon the idea of painting reflected images quite by
accident,

I happened to notice one day some chrome on a piece of of

fice furniture.

It reflected some very interesting and exciting shapes

which gave me the idea to use reflections as subject matter for a
painting.

Before I had completed my first painting, I encountered

another fascinating reflected image.

Before I knew it, everywhere I

looked, I found innumerable subjects to present pictorially.

With each

successive work, I became more keenly aware of the possibilities of this
new world-in-the-miniature which I was entering,
other possibilities of this project.

I hope to explore

Everything from a tiny bead of

water on a rose to the chrome on a car have become for me potential im
ages to render on a canvas.

that

common objects lay not in their familiarity but in their unexpected
shapes and colors.

The most simple and commonplace objects have become

for me potentially exciting, colorful and complex organisms when ana
lyzed in this way.
My first objet trouve was the chrome coin slot on a soft drink
dispenser.

Not only did the slot itself present an interesting structure,
PLATE I
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but Its surface reflected some interesting abstract images as well.
Since I could not move my subject matter, I myself changed positions
until I found a unified yet dynamic composition.

I allowed the re

flected forms and

It seems con

tradictory, but by increasing the size of the coin slot to become the
size of the canvas, I have minimized its importance as a coin slot,
is the component structure which dominates the canvas.

It

Even after s

study of the subject matter, one is not sure what he sees or is supposed to see.

that

of geometric forms?

By placing the subject close to the canvas sureliminated,

In addition, since the

pictured from
sentation of deep space.

The majority of the edges remain hard, yet,

because they are curvelinear, the forms have maintained a certain flu
idity,
face,

Although fluid, there is no suggestion of a soft, flexible sur
The object remains strong and solid.
In the close-up view of a wall-type telephone receiver, (Plate

II), one would expect to find it entirely black, yet in searching for
PLATE II
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its form I could not deny the constituent reflected shapes in their
various grayed tones, which did in fact exist.

The central area of

brown tones is the metal piece holding the ’'black” receiver,

I added

*

the numbers and letters (taken from the dial portion) to bring in a
point of familiarity and also a stability to the otherwise fluid, un
dulating forms.
At times I allowed the figures to become primarily abstract
even though I relied on subject matter for inspiration (Plate III),
0

I used a chrome-plated ash tray to pick up reflections in a room.

The

resultant images became distorted and thus indistinguishable when mir
rored from the curved surfaces of the ash tray.

Likewise the distortion

PLATE III

has dismissed a single light source.

The modeling of the shapes re

sults from the fluid directional lines and the arrangement of essen
tially flat, planar areas.

Although the forms are clearly separate,

the entire composition reads as a smooth and shiny surface.

In this

sense, I have made the larger image center attention on the visually
component images.

Yet I am not painting these small forms per se.

The essential aspect has been the ash tray, the very thing I have denied.
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In the painting of a clothes iron (Plate IV), I invented some
of the forms to produce a stronger composition.

The component areas

PLATE IV

range from overlapping, flat, opaque shapes to slightly-modeled forms
to transparent areas interpenetrating one another.

This tightly-

arranged composition has been crowded onto the surface of the canvas
thus eliminating a positive form-negative space aspect.
Although an iron is a mechanical, man-made object, its re
flected forms are organic in nature.
PLATE V

The two triangular shapes at the

2*J>
top of the canvas (Plate V) allow for very little spaoial depth.
The surrounding objects give form to the fork (Plate VI),

I

have presented not only the reflected rose but the rose itself as well.
The flower, however, is no more real than the one seen in the fork.
Both have been distorted since the actual tactile object is neither a
ft

flat nor a fluid fora.

Since any movement of the fork or surrounding
PLATE VI

objects would change the appearance of the fork, it is an object which
is either potentially or in reality constantly changing.

I have merely

presented one of its ’‘realities".
Perhaps the best reflecting material is a mirror,
PLATE v n

A magnified
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mirror will, however, distort the images first in size and then in
shape when placed at a distance from the mirror.
the real nature of the mirror.

My aim was to present

I paid little attention to its particu

lar details in order to arrive at a universal type-object.

The fluid

forms suggest change and movement.
Everywhere I looked an exciting reflection presented itself.
The plastic lens in the sunglasses acted as a mirror when placed against
a dark background.

I was surprised to find the striking reflections,
I

PLATE VIII

At first, questions began popping into my mind.

What is clear plastic?

Is it a series of oblong shapes of white, gold, blue and pink against
a dark background?

What gives matter substance?

Here, the reflected images have given it form.

What gives it form?
Since the "clear” plas

tic would appear different in different circumstances— that is, in dif
ferent surroundings— then this reality of form has a potential for
change.

Hence, this pictorial presentation is potentially dynamic and

subject to movement, change and growth.
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PLATE IX

Glass presented some interesting reflecting as well as trans
parent qualities.
graph*

The two bottles (Plate IX) were taken from a photo

To emphasize their striking interior design, I enlarged them to

dominate the picture surface.

The main concern of mine was that the

flat, colored shapes suggest themselves as geometric shapes.

Its nature

as a bottle— that Is, its qualities of containing liquid, its weight,
its hollowness— is not important, yet it is precisely these character
istics which present visually the forms and make the total structures
recognizable as bottles,
A photograph of a whiskey bottle (Plate X) caught my attention,
PLATE X
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Because this "clear" glass bottle held the golden liquid it became
transformed into a fascinating structure of blue and orange.

The let

ters in the lower left-hand c o m e r were not added to identify the ob
ject but to create an air of mystery.

Only part of the word is visible

and as such one can not determine the entire word that would identify
the bottle unless he would have previously seen the entire bottle at
one time.

The blue and orange areas are changes in the color of the

liquid refracted by the light thus producing some interesting abstract
$

shapes.

The large white area surrounding the bottle has nearly become

a positive shape in itself.
The clear, smooth glass (Plate XI) becomes a composition of
hard edge forms when studied in sections.

When viewed as a total ob

ject, however, these shapes form one smooth, continuous champagne glass.
By crowding objects close behind the glass, there remains little room
for any great spacial depth,

My main concern is structure and form.
PLATE XI
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In this painting, as well as the others, I have denied any emotional
connotation,
glass.

I have merely attempted to present the nature of the

I began with a particular object, but by emphasizing its ab

stract qualities, I attempted to transfigure it into a pure form.

The

surrounding objects, which have been distorted by the curved glass,
give the glass a certain solidity and substance.
The inverted beer mug (Plate XII) involves a figure-ground con
cept,

The forms behind the mug were crowded close to the glass thus
$

PLATE XII

allowing only a minimum of spacial depth.

The background was used

primarily to give color and form to the glass.

Since glass has cer

tain unique qualities such as transparency, refraction and reflection,
there was no need to present a multiplicity of view.

By its very na

ture, the glass presents itself in a multi-leveled context by viewing
it as I have presented it.
Although I relied on models for my subject matter in this
series of paintings, the reality of the image lies not in these models.
The reality lies in the canvas and as such must be created through a
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composition of flat, colored areas.

The apparent depth and form are

made by these planar areas.
In analyzing the interior structure and the component parts of
an object, one can find a reality of form, one that is changing, grow
ing, and becoming.

In the substance of matter, part of which is its

surface configuration, one can discover an ultimate conceptual reality
of the nature of the object.
It is through an object’s particular qualities that one can
arrive at a conceptual interpretation of its nature.
are many:

These qualities

its surface can become tactile and its shape, size, and color,

mainly visual.

All of these particulars have a potential for change.

For example, a common table fork has a handle which feels smooth to the
touch.

Yet when the hand moves to the tips of its tines, the fork no

longer feels smooth.
viewed in profile.
distances.

A fork viewed head on appears different when
Its size appears to change when seen at different

Its color varies when moved.

become partly yellow.

A fork near a yellow rose will

If a red rose is substituted, this same fork

will become partly red.

Since appearance is ephemeral, this aspect of

an object is in a state of potential or real change.
One cannot, however, paint change itself.

One can reach a sem-

V

blance of change on the canvas but only that.

In my work I attempted

to capture one particular nature of the object yet on a multiple level.
The reality of the resultant images lies not in this one state, however.
Its primary reality is conceptual and, as such, Is potentially changing.
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